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A first course in computer programming, intended for students with no previous experience in writing computer programs. Emphasis will be placed on
practical programming skills; assignments will primarily use the Python programming language. Students will cover the fundamental control structures
and will learn to process real data stored in sequential lists and in key-value
pairs. Students may not enroll in this course if CMSC 160 has already been
completed. 3 credits. FQRC, SI.

Professor:
Office:
Phone:
Email:
Office hours:

Don Blaheta
Rotunda 334
x2191
blahetadp@longwood.edu
Mondays 3:30–4:30pm; Tuesdays 2–3:15pm;
Wednesdays and Thursdays 11am–noon

Overview
In the last decade, we have seen huge increases in the computational thinking
required in a wide variety of disciplines; across the natural and social sciences,
the arts, and even in the humanities, researchers and practitioners are finding
that they have data, they need to process it, and no completely off-the-shelf
solution will do. They need to write a program to solve a problem.
In this course, we will introduce the concepts and ways of thinking required
to write straightforward programs to process a variety of kinds of data.
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Textbook and resources
The textbook is A Practical Introduction to Python Programming, by Brian
Heinold. It is free and can be found online.1 There will be regular in-class
and out-of-class assignments drawn from the book.
You will be expected to have a computer that can connect to the internet
and various websites, including one called repl.it, which is where you will
be writing your programs. Some days are designated lab/laptop days, and if
you are attending in-person you’ll be expected to bring your laptop with you
on those days. A phone/tablet is not sufficient for this.
You will be expected to have a device (your computer, or a phone or tablet)
that is capable of recording and playing audio and video, and connecting to a
live meeting via Zoom.
You will be expected to have reasonable bandwidth to connect to meetings,
work on assignments, and occasionally upload video, at your home or wherever
you plan to go in the event the campus closes down. If this is likely to be a
problem, contact me early to see if we will be able to work around it.
You will be expected to have (and wear) a mask or the equivalent.

Covid-19 notes
There are a number of policies specific to running a class in a pandemic that
I wanted to put early in the syllabus to get your attention.
Attending class. There are two ways you can attend class: in person, or via
Zoom link. Either mode of attendance is equivalent for purposes of evaluating
your presence and participation; if you attend via Zoom link I will not require
you to tell me a reason why you’ve done so. I will make every effort to make
the Zoom link experience as equivalent as possible to the in-person experience.
For regular attendance via Zoom, I will not require your video to be on at all
times (though I encourage it). If you are on Zoom on a day that you present
something, I will expect you to connect with video, at least for that part,
unless you have contacted me in advance.
Attendance groups. Our classroom will not hold us all! You should have
received an email from me assigning you to either the A group or the B group.
Each day in the calendar is designated as A or B, and that group will attend
1

https://www.brianheinold.net/python/python book.html
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in-person only on their designated days. Everybody not attending in person
on any given day should plan to attend via Zoom.
Medical needs. There are a number of medical reasons why attending class
in person may not be appropriate for you. Obviously, if you receive a positive
Covid-19 test, you will need to remain in isolation and attend class via Zoom
link. Even without a positive confirmation, if you are feeling even mild symptoms or have been exposed or are awaiting test results, attending via Zoom
link from quarantine is most appropriate. Furthermore, if you or someone
in your immediate household is in a high-risk group, attending via Zoom link
over the longer term (and perhaps for the whole semester) may be most appropriate for you; please contact questions@longwood.edu to formally request
this accommodation, which I will be happy to work with.
More serious medical needs. If you are feeling serious symptoms of Covid-19 (or some other sickness), your priority should be
on dealing with that. If you end up missing class sessions and/or
assignments due to being sick, notify me when you can and then
let me know when you’re on the upswing so we can plan out how
to get you caught up.
Wearing a mask. If you are attending the class in person, you must be
wearing a mask or other appropriate face covering. Coverings that are acceptable include some kinds of folded bandannas, gaiters, or scarves, as long as:
it covers both your nose and mouth, with two layers of cloth, fitted relatively
snugly around the edges, and reduces aerosols (i.e. it’s relatively tightly woven,
not very stretchy, and doesn’t have an “exhaust port”).23 If you are medically
unable to wear a mask, my accommodation is the same as for other medical
needs: you can attend via Zoom link. If you show up to class without a face
covering, you will be required to put one on or leave. (Students connected via
Zoom link do not need to wear masks, obviously.)
All-online? It’s likely that at some point in the semester we’ll have to move
all-online to handle an outbreak. Should that happen, the main difference for
this course will be that everyone will Zoom in, and I’ll manage the session
from my office (or my home) rather than from the classroom. I expect that
2

Note that, unfortunately, the masks Longwood is distributing don’t meet its own policy.
Unless you add filters and do some alterations to them, they are at best emergency backup
masks, and a folded bandanna provides better masking.
3
If you have a mask with a port that you want to wear, it is possible to cover the port
to ensure it’s filtered. Contact me to work this out.
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this course will remain largely synchronous (i.e. we meet at our regular class
time) even if we go remote, but some calendar dates may be adjusted.

Course objectives / Student learning outcomes
At the end of this course, the successful student will be able to:
1. write programs to handle both numeric and textual data,
2. use standard programming control constructs such as if/else, loops, and
functions,
3. read and process real-world data using flat text files,
4. count, filter, and transform data presented in sequential (list) form, and
5. produce descriptive statistics on numeric data.
Core curriculum objectives. In addition to the course-specific objectives
above, this course shares the objectives of the core curriculum as a whole.
During this course, the successful student will:
6. engage in creative inquiry and cultivate curiosity,
7. develop foundational knowledge and skills in the discipline (e.g. how to
communicate, study, read, etc.), and
8. create and deliver oral messages appropriate to audience, purpose, and
context.
Quantitative reasoning objectives. As a Quantitative Reasoning course
in the core curriculum, this course shares the following objectives as well. At
the end of this course, the successful student will be able to:
9. formulate a question/issue using appropriate mathematical, algorithmic,
and/or statistical terms, and explain the decision process behind the
choices made in that formulation;
10. use mathematical, algorithmic, and/or statistical methods to gather
and/or analyze data—justification of the methods chosen should be included;
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11. determine the reasonableness of an answer and/or evaluate the explanations of data for reasonableness, and understand the limitations behind
the methods used in the previous outcome; and
12. interpret the results of a mathematical, algorithmic, and/or statistical
analysis, and present the interpretation in a context appropriate for a
broader audience.

Faculty objectives
Per section II-O-III-F-3 in the faculty manual, faculty teaching this speakinginfused course are expected to:
13. integrate speaking opportunities, exercises, and/or assignments with
Core outcomes and individual course objectives, so that students may
simultaneously master course content and develop and improve their
oral communication skills;
14. provide explicit instruction to aid student understanding of speaking
appropriately for audiences in the relevant context or discipline; and
15. provide appropriate and timely peer and/or instructor feedback on student oral communication to allow opportunities for students to improve
their performance on subsequent assignments.

Content
Graded work
I figure that I have, on average, about 9 hours of your time every week,
including class time as well as reading, practice, homework, and project work.
If you find you’re regularly spending substantially more time than this, please
do come discuss it with me, so that we can ensure you’re making the most
effective use of your time. The work you do for this course will be evaluated
as follows:
Engagement. You need to be actively engaged in this class. Engagement
comes in many forms, but I expect that you will be interacting with
your classmates, and with me, both in class (in-person or Zoom) and
5
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in the online discussion boards. General engagement will be evaluated
in two-week blocks—so you don’t need to artificially say a thing every
day—and it’s ok if most of your engagement is via the discussion boards
as long as some of it is spoken out loud. In addition, there will be
occasional required interactions via Canvas that will be considered part
of the engagement grade. Engagement makes up 10% of the course
grade, and more than half of that (> 5%) is in the fortnightly general
participation blocks.
Lab work (and homework). The central goal of the course is that you Collaborative
learn to program, so the bulk of the work you do will be “lab” work
before, during, and after our assigned class periods. This work will
make up 25% of the grade.
Course project. Your course project will involve working with a data set in Collaborative
your area, building a program to process that data, and writing up your
results. Evaluation will be based on the program code itself as well as
your written and verbal proposals and conclusions based on the results.
The project will be worth a total of 25% of the final grade.
Exams. There will be two exams, one in early October and one in late Novem- Non-collaborative
ber. You are not permitted to discuss the exams at all, with
anyone other than me. Each exam is worth 20% of the grade. (40%
total)

Grading scale
I tend to grade hard on individual assignments, but compensate for this in
the final grades. The grading scale will be approximately as follows:
A− [85, 90)
A [90, 95)
A+ [95, 100]
B− [70, 75)
B [75, 80)
B+ [80, 85)
C− [55, 60)
C [60, 65)
C+ [65, 70)
D− [40, 45)
D [45, 50)
D+ [50, 55)
While there will be no “curve” in the statistical sense, I may slightly adjust
the scale at the end of the term if it turns out some of the assignments were
too difficult. Final grades of A+ are recorded as an A in the grading system.
Final grades below the minimum for D− are recorded as an F.
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Study and practice
As in many disciplines, the most effective way to learn this material is to do SLO 7
it—the first attempt being difficult and often not fully correct, but improving
with continued effort and practice. Trying to “study” simply by reading about
it is not going to be enough (though it’s the right place to start). This course
is structured to help you study how to program (and to learn to study how
to program): in general a concept will be first introduced in a reading, after
which we’ll have some low-stakes in-class practice where the point is to try
some things and see what works (and analyse what doesn’t). After these
supervised attempts, you’ll try some more problems on your own, outside of
class, with feedback and a grade. When we get to the major assessments, like
the exams or the project, you will have been studying for far longer than the
day or two leading up to the exam, and you’ll be familiar with the kinds of
practice you need in order to be successful.

Course project
The purpose of the course project (worth a total of 100 points) is for you to
connect this course content directly with a professional or personal interest of
your own, to perform a complete start-to-finish piece of data analysis using the
tools and techniques we’ll be developing all semester, and to communicate the
intent and results of your inquiry to others. In that sense, it serves to integrate
a number of course goals; the technical component (addressing SLOs 1–5) is
central but only 40% of the grade, so it’s important not to lose sight of the
others. An explicit goal of this project is to help you decide what you might
be curious about, and to encourage you to indulge and pursue that curiosity,
and to engage in creative inquiry to answer and feed that curiosity. Another
explicit goal of the project is to serve as content about which you’ll need to
communicate; this kind of longer-running project gives me a vehicle for a more
formal kind of feedback on your communication (and a well-defined place to
assess it).

Breakdown
The first piece of this will be to find a core question that is interesting and SLO 6, 7, 9
a data set that can answer it. What makes a question “interesting”? That’s
largely up to you! You’ll submit an initial proposal writeup that includes
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(a link to) the data set and some explanation of how the data represents
information of interest and formulates your (proposed) question in terms of
the algorithm you intend to use to solve it; I’ll respond to it and (if necessary)
help you refine it into something workable. This writeup is worth 12 points.
12 points is 12% of the project grade, and thus 3% of the course grade.
After you’ve settled on a question, you’ll give a very brief “elevator speech” SLO 6, 8, 9
to the class—90 second max—telling us what your question is and why it’s
interesting (to you, and maybe to us as well). 8 points. 8 points is 8% of the
project grade, and thus 2% of the course grade.
The core of the assignment will of course be to write a program that imple- SLO 1–5, 6, 10
ments your chosen algorithm to perform the data analysis you need. The
program itself will be worth 40 points. 40 points is 40% of the project grade,
and thus 10% of the course grade.
In the last week or so of the course, after you’ve done most or all of the im- SLO 7, 8
plementation work, you’ll give a “lightning talk” (same as an elevator speech,
but more technical) that explains to us what your algorithm will do and how
it will answer your question. 16 points. 16 points is 16% of the project grade,
and thus 4% of the course grade.
After you have successfully run your algorithm to perform the data analysis, SLO 11, 12
the final step is to interpret its output. You’ll also give a final elevator speech
that presents your result, explaining why it is reasonable (i.e. not obviously the SLO 8, 12
result of a bug!), and what the numbers mean in the context of the problem—
answering your original core question. You’ll also distill the entire QR process
into a written summary of the result. The speech is 16 points; the writeup
is 8. 16 points is 16% of the project grade, and thus 4% of the course grade.
8 points is 8% of the project grade, and thus 2% of the course grade.

The speaking infusion
This course offers many opportunities to develop your speaking skills, and SLO 7, 8;
provides a sort of ramp from low-stakes speaking opportunities, with feedback, FO 13–15
leading up to the speaking worth more points at the end of the semester. At
each stage, you will receive explicit instruction in each speaking style used in
this course.
As part of the participation grade, there will be frequent and regular chances SLO 7, 8;
to explain problems and answers in small groups with your classmates. These FO 13, 15
points will be nearly automatic (if you’re present and participating), and as
8
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I circulate around the room to answer questions I can also give some light
feedback.
The first elevator speech (see “Course project” above) will be the first of the SLO 7, 8;
speaking opportunities you can specifically plan for, and thus will be held to a FO 13, 14, 15
somewhat higher standard; but it is still only worth 2% of the final grade, to
give a chance for feedback on this format. I will send you comments by email
or via Canvas that will be geared to help you improve your performance on
the later speeches.
The last two speeches will follow basically the same format as the first elevator SLO 7, 8
speech, but will be worth 4% of the final grade each.
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Calendar (topic/content)
A/B days indicate which attendance group is allowed to attend in person; others should attend via
Zoom those days.
Days marked –L mean you should bring your laptop that day, as we will be doing lab work.
Wk

M

W

F

1

24 A
—
Introduction
The idea of an algorithm
How to read/use a
textbook

26 B–L
[video on Canvas]
Hello world

28 A
Ch. 1
Mad Libs

2

31 B*
Ch. 2
for loops
range

3

7 A
[reading TBA]
What makes a workable
quantitative question?

9 B
Ch. 3
Arithmetic
Order of operations

11 A–L
—
Random, Math

4

14 B
[reading TBA]
Limitations of a QR
process

18 B–L
—
else, elif
Flowcharts

5

21 A
[reading TBA]
Interpreting results of a
quant question

16 A
Ch. 4
if and blocks
Comparisons and booleans
and or not
23 B
Ch. 6
Strings

August

September
2 A–L
—
(continued)

4 B
—
Quantitative Reasoning

25 A–L
—
(continued)
October

6

7

28 B
[reading TBA]
Checking results for
reasonability
Resolving limitations
5 A
—
Review

30 A
Ch. 7
Lists
List operations
Looping over lists
7
—
Exam 1

* 31 August: Deadline to add/drop classes (5pm)
** 2 October: Deadline to elect pass/fail option (5pm)
10

2 B–L**
—
Adding and removing
items
9 B
[reading TBA]
Test cases: checking your
work
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M

W

F

8

12 A
Ch. 5
Standard list-loop
algorithms

16 A
[reading TBA]
Writing the quant program
Project overview

9

19 B
Ch. 12
Text files

14 B
—
(continued)
Multiple assignment
Random choice
21 A
[reading TBA]
CSV files

10

26 A
8.4
List comprehensions
Project proposal due

28 B
8.5
2D lists

30 A*
Ch. 11
Dictionaries

6 B–L
—
Elevator speeches
Speech debrief
Project work day
13 A–L
—
Lightning talks
Speech debrief
Project work day
20 A
—
Elevator speeches

October

23 B
Ch. 8
split, join

November
11

2 B
Ch. 13
Function basics

4 A–L
—
Scope
More function practice

12

9 A–L
—
Elevator speeches
Speech debrief
Project work day
16 B
—
Lightning talks
Speech debrief
Project work day
23 B
—
Elevator speeches

11 B
Ch. 9
while loops
break, continue

13

14

18
—
Exam 2

December
Project writeup due Tue 8 Dec 10:30am
Exam times reserved for (online) speech overflow if needed:
Sec 1: Wed 2 Dec, 3–5:30pm
Sec 2: Tue 8 Dec, 8–10:30am

* 30 October: Deadline to withdraw from a class (5pm)
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Policies
You can find several university-wide course policies at
http://www.longwood.edu/academicaffairs/syllabus-statements/ .

Support
This is an introductory course. That means that what is covered is an important basis for other work in the field, not that it is supposed to be obvious, or
easy. So don’t feel bad if something doesn’t click right away. Never hesitate
to ask me a question; I’ll usually at least give you a hint as to where to look
next.
I’m in my office a lot (not just during posted office hours). Feel free to come
in and ask questions (or just to talk). If you can’t catch me in my office, email
is probably your best bet.
You should also make use of your fellow students as resources. While you can’t
copy each other’s work (see the collaboration policy), studying together is a
great idea, and asking and answering questions of other students is actively
encouraged.

Accommodations
If you have any special need that I can accommodate, I’m happy to do so;
come speak to me early in the term so we can set things up. If you have a
documented disability, you should also contact Longwood’s Office of Disability
Resources (Brock Hall, x2391) to discuss some of the support the college can
offer you. All such conversations are confidential.

Honor code policy
Above all, I ask and expect that you will conduct yourself with honesty and
integrity—and not to ignore the other ten points of the Honor Code, either.
Take pride in what you are capable of, and have the humility to give credit
where it is due.
The two main forms of academic dishonesty are “cheating” and “plagiarism”.
“Cheating” is getting help from someplace you shouldn’t, and “plagiarism”
is presenting someone else’s idea as if it’s your own. If you ever find yourself
12
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inclined towards either of these, know that there are always other, better
options. Persevere! See my website4 for some discussion and examples of how
to steer clear of these problems, and feel free to come talk to me if you need
help finding some of those other options (even if it’s for another course).
Cheating or plagiarism (on any assignment) will normally receive a minimum
penalty of a lowered course grade, ranging up to an F in the course. Cases
will also be turned in to the Honor Board. But: I believe in your potential,
and I hope that you will, or will grow to, observe this policy not simply to
evade punishment but positively as a matter of character.

Attendance and late policy
Attendance is required, and assignments must be turned in on time. That said,
if you have a good reason to miss class or hand something in late, I tend to be
fairly liberal with extensions if you ask in advance. (Good reasons do include
assignments due for other classes.) (And medical and family emergencies are
exempted from the “in advance” part, of course. But contact me ASAP.)
Frequent absence will result in a lowered participation grade; habitual absence
may in extreme cases result in a failing grade for the class. Unexcused late
assignments will normally be given a zero.

Inclement weather policy
I don’t plan to cancel class for weather unless the entire college shuts down. If
you are commuting or are otherwise significantly affected by a weather event,
use your own best judgement; and if you do miss class for this reason, contact
me as soon as possible to make up missed work.

Early bird policy
Nobody’s perfect, and on occasion an assignment gets written a little unclearly
(or, once in a while, with an actual error in it). If you catch one and bring it
to my attention early, so that I can issue a clarification or correction to the
rest of the class, there’ll be some extra credit in it for you.

4

http://cs.longwood.edu/~dblaheta/collab.html
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